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Real estate industry are greatly influenced by by the state's macro regulation and 
control policies.Great changes between supplying and demanding in the field of real 
estate market have been taken place since the government carried on the policy of 
adjusting finance and land in 2004.In this situation， Xiamen GrandView Group 
encountered a lot of problems， such as strategic position was not clear， operation 
ability reducing， and other issues. This paper demonstrated through scientific 
analysis， proposed advices for the development of GrandView Group to ensure its 
sustainable and healthy development in the future. 
This study is divided into six chapters. The first chapter introduced the core 
competitiveness theory， theory of strategic resources and "dumbbell" theory of 
enterprise. The second chapter describes the course of the development of GrandView 
Group and its existing problems. Chapter three using qualitative and quantitative 
method analyses the internal and external environment of the GrandView Group. 
Chapter four use SWOT matrix matching and evaluation tools to propose the 
expansion strategy for GrandView Group.The expansion strategy supported by market 
development strategy， alliance strategy， and other related diversification strategy 
overall strategy， the cost leader， differences， focusing segments of the business， 
such as competitive strategy and marketing strategy， human resources strategy， R & 
D and innovation strategy， brand strategy， and other functional strategies. In order 
to ensure the effective implementation of the strategy can， Chapter five introduced 
that GrandView Group should increase its ability to integrate resources， for capacity 
planning， marketing services capabilities to form a "dumbbell" enterprises with a 
core competitiveness. In the process of the implementation of the strategy， the 
company should make a strategic control plan， a strategic control and evaluation 
system， and making timely strategic adjustment， the company had to ensure the 
realization of strategic objectives. Chapter six made a statement of the main 
conclusions of this paper， limitations and what should be researched next step. 
Linking theory with practice， this study is with strong practical application. This 
study not only solve the GrandView Group’s actual problem， but also have some 
reference value on other real estate companies to their development strategy. 
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图 0-1 2000-2005 年房地产行业相关比率变化图 
 
 






































































的防御性战略。SWOT 矩阵见表 0-1： 
 


























































第一章  战略管理理论综述 
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